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About This Game

Store Manager Cellular Edition will be the most comprehensive and accurate retail store simulator ever created. As an ex- store,
sales, and district manager in the cellular world myself, as well as being best friends with a current store manager, I feel I am

right at home when making this game.

This game incorporates all the actions a store manager has to do. Find employees by searching through resumes. Each resume is
randomly generated with names, old jobs, education and more. Each one of these individually affects that employee's "ability
skill". That skill is much needed in many situations. If a customer comes in knowing what phone they want and you have it in
stock, a salesman with a higher ability will be able to sell them on the accessories they need, driving up the profits on that sale.
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If you don't have a phone in inventory, a higher ability is going to be needed to persuade a customer into a phone you do have in
stock, and ensure they are going to keep it without returning it later.

You have full control over the inventory! Every day you must order new phones to keep your inventory fresh for the customers!
A new phone comes out that's a dud? Well you better discount it to get it off the shelves! As it stands right now there are 16
different phones for customers to choose, all from 8 different manufacturers divided up into three different OSs. There are

accessories made for each phone and the player can decide how hard they would like their game to be. The player can choose to
control all accessories down to which ones product by product, or if they don't like that amount of micromanagement they can

choose to instead just buy a bulk of accessories that work for every phone.

The customers come into the store, most with an idea of the type of phone they want. Customers can have their mind changed
on what to purchase, but if they don't like it they will come back and return their purchase. Each customer has their own unique
name and data to keep track of. Keep those customers happy and they will tell their friends about your location. Other customer
traffic is based on advertising campaigns that you as manager must select. Peak customer hours change frequently so you better

be on top of the schedule.

In the beginning you are running a small shop that can hold four employees. Two of them can be working at a time. There is one
opening shift and one closing shift. Don't neglect your workers by not scheduling them, and on the contrary don't over work

them. Doing these things might get them fed up just enough to quit! You must schedule your employees correctly from the time
they come in, to the time they break, to the time they leave. But be careful! Schedule breaks during peak customer times and the

employee might not get to break that day, resulting in a fine for you!

As you gain profits it is up to you to upgrade all the displays and looks around the store to drive up customer ratings, giving
more free word of mouth advertising which drives up revenue! You can upgrade individual displays as well as things like the

flooring, backroom and more! This isn't all for aesthetics. Customers like clean and modern stores! The better it looks, the more
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money they might be willing to spend!

 This game will be available for the PC, Mac OSX to start with a Linux build coming shortly. The Linux build is completed, I
just don't have the proper tools to test it thoroughly. It will be happening soon!
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store manager cellular edition

Looking something to waste my time but not my brains. Worth it every second and penny spent. I'm playing it occasionally, but
i'm still learning.. Awesome story! Even better then the first game!. A solid escape the room game. Single room escape with an
interesting sub-story you find as you pick up some of the objects.. 10/10
4K Graphics
Premium Sound
Fun and Immersive Gameplay. I'll be fairly straightforward and mention that while I like Visual Novels as a medium, there's
few of them that I've managed to get myself through due to personal conditions. Most of the time I'll pick one up, play for a few
hours and then take a break - which can last a few years at worst.

Grisaia was the first VN that managed to captivate me to the point that I just didn't want to stop playing, so I was ecstatic when I
saw the opportunity to back FrontWing on Indiegogo to get Corona Blossom to the western audiences.

The first thing that struck me was how alive characters felt during conversations - this was much due to the new character sprite
models which instead of just showing off a few expressions, move and talk during conversations. I hope we'll see more of this
tech used in future VNs.

As for the actual VN itself, I enjoyed it. Maybe not as much as Grisaia, but to be fair Corona Blossom Vol.1 is too short to be
able to stand a chance in that regard, but it might once the rest of the volumes come out. I enjoyed playing through it, it felt like
Vol.1 was mostly set up to let everyone get to know the characters, to move on to the deeper end of things once you play Vol.2
and beyond. I just finished it, and I am definitely looking forward to the next release.

Would I recommend it to anyone? Yes, I'd recommend it to just about anyone with any kind of interest in VNs. It feels like it is
easy to get into, and it leaves you wanting more (which we will get).. Very simple to pick up and control this faced paced twin
stick shooter, but it is a very cahllenging game also. Basically fight off 5 waves on enemies then a boss, rince and repeat and it
gets harder each time, every 30 levels reach a new zone. 7 Diverse characters to chose from ragning from a flame shooting
pyromancer to a molotov concktail throwing chainsaw weidling redneck. Many items to pick up and skill to learn and level and
most of all many monsters to kill. What is there not to like. Indie game of the year for me.. I just beat this game and I decided
that I just HAVE to recommend it. It's not telling you a story with words,you get the levels and have to guess what's happening.
Also it's kinda short,but worth it's price.
The graphics are astounding!I've never thought that a game can show so much beauty. Also the soundtrack fits very well to the
atmosphere,I love it. The puzzles got hard in the end, and I needed quiet some time to figure out what I had to do,but it was fun.
Overall I'd say that the duration may be short for the price,but it's a unique experience and I'd rate 11\/10 for what it is,how the
puzzles were made and just for how impressively beautiful it is.. Amazing Lobby Experience

10/10
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I have known about this game for years and now it's finally on steam. I've always loved it, its music, pixel art, and somewhat
retro vibe. It's decently challenging for newcomers and gets tougher.

 I've been playing pixeljam games since 2008 or so, love them.. Great game. Don't be put off by the name if you liked xortex
your'll love this.
Easy to pick up and play with lots of replayability.

I'd like to see an updaye with different themes for the play space and more enemies also a few extra songs in the sound track
would be good.

Other than that whats not to like? cats with monocles for the win!. An absolute gem of a game. Super fast paced fun with high
replay value. Full of surprises.. It's definetely not worth the of amount money it costs, it takes way too of short an amount of
time to finish and the cost of 30$ is way too much for barely anything to disassemble, plus its seriously unrealstic! If I could get
a refund I most definetely would.. Fantastic top down shooter game, AND IT RUNS ON WINDOWS XP! Don't let the
requirements fool you, this game could prolly run on a toaster and still run great. Just wish there was more people online to play
against! So do your part, buy a 4 pack, and get your friends on it!. Isn't working for me :( i bought the pack and when i loaded
up the game it crashed, i then loaded it up again and the game worked but these costumes weren't there :( i checked under the
game DLC and it was on but not in the game for some reason. I enjoyed this game a lot and I write this review, because I
consider it underrated on steam.

1. Good graphics and style
You can see the screenshots yourself, but I want to point out, that I really like the cockpits. I find them prettier than in most
other space sims I have seen, because they do not follow that trend to make everything artificial, like for example screens
instead of this 'air projection' rubbish.

2. intuitive controls and gameplay
The controls feel very natural to anyone who has played ego-shooters before (and [F] instead of [Enter], mmm..)

3. Solid comic style story
The style reminds me a little bit of Max Payne, but not as disturbing. The story is somewhat short, but that is exactly how it
should be *imho*, because that is what lets you replay the game again without getting bored by its story. That is what I consider
"solid": For me it simply fits.

Possible Improvements (Developers: please read!)
The VR-mode is terrible with its default options. Head tracking to maneuver I do not consider a good choice and tuning the
graphics mode took me a while and leads me directly to my second point: The option for Anistropic Shading seems to do a little
bit more than that. The game seems to render indirect lighting only if its configured to use temporal AA. I am just guessing, that
this is no really technical requirement. But it is something I would really like to see fixed, because especially in VR I used to
disable AA for performance reasons in many other games. With Everspace the VR performance could really be better. It looks
great though... :). A fun Asteroids clone where the game's 1 button control is both its unique aspect and the maddening challenge
that sets it apart from the others.
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